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(54) AIRLINE-TICKET SALES SYSTEM

(57) In an airline ticket sales mechanism in which a
system performs extraction of candidate locations and
determination of an ultimately-selected destination, an
airline ticket sales system enables effective and efficient
stock sales to both of a user and a seller in view of re-
spective stock quantities of outbound and inbound flights
between the candidate locations. According to a typical
embodiment, the system has a stock recording unit re-
taining a stock of flights, and a destination candidate ex-
traction unit including: receiving an input of at least one
condition from a user via an information processing ter-
minal, information about a destination airport being ex-
cluded from the condition; acquiring, from the stock re-
cording unit, information about outbound candidate
flights and inbound candidate flights satisfying the con-
dition; extracting, as candidate airports, a predetermined
number from airports common to arrival airports of the
outbound candidate flights and departure airports of the
inbound candidate flights; selecting, based on a prede-
termined criterion, one from round-trip candidate flights
composed of combinations of the outbound candidate
flights and the inbound candidate flights among the de-
parture airports of the outbound candidate flights speci-

fied by the condition and the respective candidate air-
ports; and regarding the selected one as a to-be-sold
round-trip flight.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a technique for
use in selling an airline ticket and, more particularly, to a
technique effectively applicable to a destination recom-
mendation type of airline ticket sales system.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] There are commodities, each of which a specific
date of validity and loses its value upon being unsold
after the date of validity, such as seats of flights operated
by an airline company. In a case of such commodities, it
is beneficial to a seller that they are sold out by making
huge discounts before the date of validity rather than re-
main unsold. However, constantly selling the commodi-
ties at discounts will make the number of customers who
pay regular fares reduced, which may lead to a collapse
of a price system.
[0003] In contrast, studied has been a technique that
promotes sales of the unsold seats (hereinafter also re-
ferred to as "stock") without causing the collapse of the
existing price system.
[0004] For example, by a service called "GetGoing"
(see Non-Patent Document 1 and Patent Document 1),
a user(s) refers to price information to narrow down, to
two destination candidates, a plurality of candidates ex-
tracted from designated conditions of a "departure loca-
tion", a "destination area or main purpose of trip", "travel
dates", and the "number of persons" , and selects and
reserves one from flights in a time zone described for
each of the candidates. At this time, not the user but the
system randomly makes a determination of the ultimate
destination. That is, the user can obtain the huge discount
instead of leaving the determination of the ultimate des-
tination to the system. This can bring a promotion of the
stock for a user(s), who "wants to go somewhere", without
harming the customers who pay the regular fares.

RELATED ART DOCUMENTS

PATENT DOCUMENT

[0005] Patent Document 1: International Publication
No. WO 2013/059688

NON-PATENT DOCUMENT

[0006] Non-Patent Document 1: "How about determin-
ing a destination in a fashion like tossing a coin? New
sense of value of trip offered by an airline ticket booking
EC site ’GetGoing’’’, [online], June 3, 2013, [Searched
on July 24, 2015], website <URL: ht-
tp://cart.st/corp/blog/2013/06/ecgetgoing/>

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0007] Use of the conventional technique as described
above can bring the promotion of the stock. But, such
conventional technique provides the user with an oppor-
tunity to narrow down the candidate locations to two fa-
vorable candidate locations, and thus there is a high pos-
sibility that the candidate locations (candidate locations
where a lot of stock will remain unsold) which the seller
wishes sold will not be selected. A similar situation exists
even when the system makes the determination of the
ultimate destination from many candidate locations.
Thus, it is easy to occur that the candidate location which
the seller wishes to sell as the stock as many as possible
may not be selected.
[0008] A mechanism desired to the seller side is that
the candidate location (s) to remain unsold as a lot of
stock is easy to be selected. But, what "much stock" is
based on is not univocal. In particular, when the stock as
a target to be sold is not one way but a round trip similarly
to a case of a flight in which a user who "wants to go
somewhere" rides in going for a trip, efficient promotion
of the stock sales is required in consideration of respec-
tive outbound and inbound stock quantities.
[0009] Therefore, an object of the present invention is
to provide an airline ticket sales system capable of effec-
tively and efficiently selling the stock for both of the user
and seller in view of the stock quantities of the outbound
and inbound ways between the respective candidate lo-
cations in the airline ticket sales mechanism of extracting
the candidate locations and determining the ultimate des-
tination by the system.
[0010] The above and other objects and novel charac-
teristics of the present invention will be apparent from
the description of the present specification and the ac-
companying drawings.

MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEMS

[0011] The following is a brief description of an outline
of the typical invention disclosed in the present applica-
tion.
[0012] An airline ticket sales system according to the
typical embodiment of the present invention is an airline
ticket sales system for selling an airline ticket in combi-
nation with an outbound flight and an inbound flight, and
has a stock recording unit retaining a stock of flights; and
a destination candidate extraction unit including: receiv-
ing an input of at least one condition from a user via an
information processing terminal, information about a des-
tination airport being excluded from the condition; acquir-
ing, from the stock recording unit, information about out-
bound candidate flights and inbound candidate flights
satisfying the condition; extracting, as candidate airports,
a predetermined number from airports common to arrival
airports of the outbound candidate flights and departure
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airports of the inbound candidate flights; selecting, based
on a predetermined criterion, one from round-trip candi-
date flights composed of combinations of the outbound
candidate flights and the inbound candidate flights
among the departure airports of the outbound candidate
flights specified by the condition and the respective can-
didate airports; and regarding the selected one as a to-
be-sold round-trip flight.

EFFECTS OF THE INVNETION

[0013] The effects obtained by typical embodiments of
the invention disclosed in the present application will be
briefly described below.
[0014] That is, according to a typical embodiment of
the present invention, the stock can be effectively and
efficiently sold for both of the user and seller in view of
the stock quantities of the outbound and inbound ways
between the respective candidate locations in the airline
ticket sales mechanism of extracting the candidate loca-
tions and determining the ultimate destination by the sys-
tem.

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015]

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an outline about an
example of a configuration of an airline ticket sales
system according to one embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an outline about an
example of a screen displayed on a user terminal by
an airline ticket sales server in one embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an outline about an
example of a screen displayed on a user terminal by
an airline ticket sales server in one embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating an outline about an
example of a screen displayed on a user terminal by
an airline ticket sales server in one embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating an outline about an
example of a screen displayed on a user terminal by
an airline ticket sales server in one embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating an outline about an
example of a processing flow of airline ticket sales
in one embodiment of the present invention;
FIGS. 7 (a) and 7 (b) are each a diagram illustrating
an outline about a specific example of an applicable
flight list in one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating an outline about a
specific example of an applicable airport list in one
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating an outline about a
specific example of a candidate airport list in one

embodiment of the present invention;
FIGS. 10(a) and 10(b) are each a schematic diagram
illustrating an outline about a specific example of a
candidate flight list in one embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating an outline about a
specific example of a candidate flight list in one em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 12 is a diagram illustrating an example of status
of combinations of outbound and inbound flights for
a round-trip candidate flight list in one embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 13 is a flowchart illustrating an outline about an
example of a processing flow in a zeroth method for
determining ranking of round-trip flights in one em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating an example in de-
termining ranking of round-trip flights from among
combinations of outbound and inbound flights by a
first method in one embodiment of the present in-
vention;
FIG. 15 is a flowchart illustrating an outline about an
example of a processing flow in a second method
for determining ranking of round-trip flights in one
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 16 is a diagram illustrating an example in de-
termining ranking of round-trip flights from among
combinations of outbound and inbound flights by the
second method in one embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 17 is a diagram illustrating an example in de-
termining ranking of a plurality of round-trip flights in
the same airport in one embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 18 is a flowchart illustrating an outline about an
example of a processing flow in a third method for
determining ranking of round-trip flights in one em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 19 is a diagram illustrating an example in de-
termining ranking of round-trip flights from among
combinations of outbound and inbound flights by the
third method in one embodiment of the present in-
vention;
FIGS. 20(a) and 20(b) are each a diagram illustrating
an example of lottery probabilities when weights are
assigned to respective flights by the first method in
one embodiment of the present invention;
FIGS. 21 (a) to 21 (d) are each a diagram illustrating
an example of a per-round-trip weight determined
by the third method in one embodiment of the present
invention;
FIGS. 22(a) and 22(b) are each a diagram illustrating
an example of lottery probabilities when weights are
assigned to respective flights by the third method in
one embodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 23 is a schematic diagram illustrating an outline
about an example of a prioritization method when
lottery probabilities are determined per-round-trip
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flights in one embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBOD-
IMENTS

[0016] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present inven-
tion will be described in detail with reference to the ac-
companying drawings. Note that components having the
same function are denoted by the same reference char-
acters throughout the drawings for describing the em-
bodiments, and the repetitive description thereof will be
omitted. Meanwhile, a portion(s) denoted and described
by a numeral(s) in a certain figure(s) is not illustrated
again in describing the other figures, but may be denoted
by the same numeral and mentioned in same cases.

<System configuration>

[0017] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an example of a
configuration of an airline ticket sales system according
to one embodiment of the present invention. An airline
ticket sales system 1 of this embodiment is an information
processing system for realizing a destination-recom-
mending type of sales method in which the system au-
tomatically draws lots to determine, to a customer(s) (us-
er(s)) who "wants to go somewhere", an ultimate desti-
nation and flight from a plurality of destination candidates
extracted on the basis of entered conditions. By this, a
candidate location(s) (candidate location where high
stock seems to be remaining unsold) that a seller wishes
sold is preferentially selected, which makes it possible
to bring promotion of the stock sales. Meanwhile, in this
embodiment, the automatically determined destination
is kept secret from the user until just before his/her de-
parture, and therefore the user can be also provided with
unexpectedness and a sense of expectation of a trip.
[0018] The airline ticket sales system 1 of this embod-
iment includes, for example, an airline ticket sales server
10 and an airline company system 20. The server 10 is
a server system implemented by a virtual server or the
like installed on a server device or on a cloud computing
service, the system 20 is operated by an airline company
or the like to manage a vacant seat condition (stock) of
each flight and to process a reservation (s) of a vacant
seat (s) by a customer (s) . The server 10 and the system
20 can communicate with each other via a network such
as a local area network (LAN) not shown. As illustrated
in FIG. 1, in this embodiment, the existing airline company
system 20 that an airline company or the like has is prem-
ised, and the airline ticket sales server 10 that works to-
gether with the airline company system 20 is provided
separately. However, they can be constructed, of course,
as an information processing system integrated with
them.
[0019] In addition, the airline ticket sales system 1 has
a configuration in which a user terminal 40 including an
information processing terminal such as a personal com-
puter (PC), a tablet terminal, or a smartphone, possessed

by the user can be connected to the airline ticket sales
server 10 and to the airline company system 20 via a
network 30, such as the Internet.
[0020] The airline company system 20 is an existing
information processing system possessed by the airline
company or the like, and the existing system has at least
functions to receive a reservation(s) for a vacant seat(s)
of a flight operated by the targeted airline company, and
to hold and manage the reservation. In this embodiment,
the airline company system 20 includes a reservation
processing unit 21 implemented as, for example, soft-
ware that operates on a not-shown operating system
(OS), database management system (DBMS), or mid-
dleware such as a web server program. The airline com-
pany system 20 also has respective data stores including
a stock database (DB) 22 and a purchase history DB 23,
etc. each implemented by a database or the like.
[0021] The reservation processing unit 21 has an in-
terface for receiving a reservation(s) for a vacant seat(s).
When the reservation is established, the reservation
processing unit 21 updates, on the basis of a content of
the reservation, a contact of the stock DB 22 managing
vacant seat (stock) information, and a content of the pur-
chase history DB 23 recording the purchase history
(boarding history) of the customer. The interface of the
reservation processing unit 21 may be, for example, a
user interface that receives a reservation input from the
user terminal 40 or the like via the network 30, or may
be a programming interface that receives an instruc-
tion(s) from the airline ticket sales server 10 described
below, or an interface for data linkage.
[0022] The airline ticket sales server 10 is a server sys-
tem having functions to receive an input(s) of conditions
from the user and extract destination candidates there-
from, and to draw lots and determine an ultimate desti-
nation and flight from the candidates. The airline ticket
sales server 10 includes components such as a stock
management unit 11, a destination candidate extraction
unit 12, and an application management unit 13, each
implemented as not-shown software that operates on
OS, DBMS, or middleware such as a web server pro-
gram. The airline ticket sales server 10 also includes each
data store of a stock DB 14, a purchase history DB 15,
a user DB 16, and an application DB 17, etc. each im-
plemented by a database, a file table, or the like.
[0023] The stock management unit 11 has a function
to retain (hold) and manage, in the stock DB 14, infor-
mation related to vacant seats (stock) of flights to be sold.
In this embodiment, the stock DB 14 is constructed by:
extracting, periodically or as needed, necessary stock
information from the stock DB 22 storing latest stock in-
formation in the airline company system 20; and then
performing copying, replication, or other processing. If
the airline ticket sales server 10 does not have the stock
DB 14, the stock management unit 11 may be configured
to directly refer to the stock DB 22 in the airline company
system 20. In addition to stock information, the purchase
history DB 15 may be constructed in the airline ticket
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sales server 10 by extracting information on purchase
history (boarding history) of an airline ticket (s) for each
user from the purchase history DB 23 in the airline com-
pany system 20, and by performing copying, replication,
or other processing.
[0024] The destination candidate extraction unit 12 has
functions to receive the input of the condition(s) from the
user via the user terminal 40, to extract a plurality of des-
tination candidates on the basis of stock information in
the stock DB 14, past purchase (boarding) history infor-
mation in the purchase history DB 15, user attribute in-
formation registered in the user DB 16, and the like, to
draw lots and determine an ultimate destination and flight
therefrom, and to present the user terminal 40 with the
determined destination and flight. Incidentally, details of
processing contents related to the extraction of destina-
tion candidates, the determination of the ultimate desti-
nation, and the like will be described later.
[0025] The application management unit 13 has a func-
tion to receive an input of application for a purchase of
an airline ticket(s) purchase from the user via the user
terminal 40, and to register the application in the appli-
cation DB 17. As described later, when the application
is received, the user is presented only with destination
candidates, and contents of the application include con-
tents of these candidates. The application management
unit 13 informs, for example, the user of the ultimate des-
tination at predetermined timing after the reception of the
application and before an outbound departure date.
When the ultimate destination is determined, the reser-
vation may automatically be established through the res-
ervation processing unit 21 of the airline company system
20 on the basis of the application contents, or may man-
ually be established by the user accessing the reserva-
tion processing unit 21 through the user terminal 40.

<Example of Screen Transition>

[0026] FIGS. 2 to 5 are each a diagram illustrating an
outline about an example of a screen that the airline ticket
sales server 10 of this embodiment causes the user ter-
minal 40 to display. When the user uses a web browser,
a dedicated application program, or the like (not shown)
in the user terminal 40 to access the airline ticket sales
server 10, a condition entry screen as illustrated in FIG.
2 is displayed first. In this screen, a desired date about
each of the outbound and inbound ways is entered, and
a departure time of the outbound way and an arrival time
of the inbound way are each specified in a time zone.
[0027] If the departure time of the outbound way and
the arrival time of the inbound way cannot be possibly
specified, a range of flights to be selected by the system
becomes too wide, which is difficult to be available to the
user in order not to know when a flight departs and when
a flight arrives. Meanwhile, if the departure time of the
outbound way and the arrival time of the inbound way
can be specified in detail, a range of options of flights to
be selected by the system becomes too narrow, which

may make it difficult to select an unexpected destination
in a destination-recommending type of sales method.
Thus, in this embodiment, for example, the departure
time of the arrival time is sectioned and specified into and
by time zones defining: 5:00 to 9:00 as "early morning",
9:00 to 12:00 as "morning", 12: 00 to 17:00 as "afternoon",
17: 00 to 20: 00 as "evening", and 20:00 to 24:00 as
"night".
[0028] Incidentally, in view of flight times being different
depending on destinations in this embodiment, the time
zone of the arrival time at the inbound way is specified
as a rough indication about when the user returns to the
departure location. However, the present embodiment is
not limited to this, and a time zone of a departure time
also at the inbound way may be specified so as to be
selectable by making much account of a possible time
of a stay at the destination.
[0029] In the screen of FIG. 2, a departure airport is
further specified, and the number of passengers is en-
tered. An arrival airport cannot be specified naturally. Al-
though not considered in this embodiment, a purpose of
a trip (e.g. , spa trip and golf trip, etc.) may be specified
at this time.
[0030] When the conditions are specified and entered
and a "Search" button is pressed, a plurality (four in this
embodiment) of candidate locations (candidate airports)
extracted by a below-described method through the des-
tination candidate extraction unit 12 of the airline ticket
sales server 10 are displayed by a screen as illustrated
in FIG. 3. Here, for example, if the user has previously
registered preference and/or requests for the trip, and
hobbies, etc. in the user DB 16 of the airline ticket sales
server 10 as user attribute information, a displayed con-
tent (s) may be personalized on the basis of a content(s)
of the user attribute information.
[0031] At this point of time, the ultimate destination is
not yet determined by the user. When the user accepts
that the user can go to any one of the candidate locations
displayed in the screen of FIG. 3, a screen illustrated by
FIG. 4 and performing application and payment process-
ings is displayed. Here, since the payment is completed,
the user can beforehand obtain only a right to go to any
of the four candidate locations with the ultimate destina-
tion not yet determined. Incidentally, although the exam-
ple of FIG. 4 illustrates a case of using mile points of a
frequent flyer program as a payment method, the pay-
ment method is not particularly limited, and other pay-
ment method such as payment by a credit card may be
used appropriately.
[0032] At predetermined timing after the application
and the payment and before the departure date of the
outbound way, a screen as illustrated in FIG. 5 notifies
the user that the ultimate destination has been deter-
mined. The example of FIG. 5 indicates that Hiroshima
Airport has been determined as the ultimate destination.
The notification is made, for example, through a dedicat-
ed application program installed in a smartphone of the
user to be targeted, or by sending the targeted user an
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e-mail containing a hyperlink that causes the user termi-
nal to display the screen illustrated in FIG. 5. In this em-
bodiment, such a notification is provided, for example,
four days before the departure date of the outbound way.
In other words, the ultimate destination remains indeter-
minate until four days before the departure date.
[0033] Thus, after the application through the screen
of FIG. 4, the determination of the ultimate destination
and the notification to the user by the screen of FIG. 5
can be made just before the departure of the outbound
way. Therefore, the optimum destination (remaining un-
sold as the largest stock quantities) can be determined
on the basis of the stock quantity (the number of vacant
seats) just before the departure, and even a change in
the stock quantity, a sudden sellout, and/or the like until
just before the departure can be handled. Meanwhile,
from the standpoint of the airline company or the like as
sellers, there are also such sides that a situation of stock
sales is not settled until just before the departure and that
stock management made thus far becomes difficult.
[0034] In contrast to this, in receiving the application
through the screen of FIG. 4, the ultimate destination is
also determined, and registration of the reservation is
made through the airline company system 20 at that point
of time. Therefore, the server 10 can be configured so
that the determination and the registration are reflected
in the stock DB 22. In this case, they are reflected in the
stock DB 22 at a time of the application, so that the stock
management can be thereafter clarified and facilitated.
On the other hand, the destination-recommending type
of sales method with respect to the user who "wants to
go somewhere" may bring a reduction in the unexpect-
edness and the sense of expectation of the user who is
"not informed of the destination until just before the de-
parture".
[0035] Thus, this embodiment is not limited to one of
the above methods, and may select, as the ultimate des-
tination, the optimum destination based on the stock
quantity at that time just before the departure. Or, this
embodiment determines the ultimate destination after re-
ceiving the application through the screen of FIG. 4, and
registers the reservation, but may not notify the user of
the ultimate destination but keep it secret until just before
the departure, as described in the above example. This
can bring achievement of both of the clarification and the
facilitation of the stock management as needed, and rais-
es in unexpectedness and a sense of expectation to the
user. That is, the timing of the determination of the ulti-
mate destination and the registration of the actual reser-
vation, and the timing of the notification to the user can
be appropriately set by making much account of any fac-
tor among optimum stock sales and stock management,
and an appeal(s) to the user, etc.

<Processing Flow>

[0036] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating an outline about
an example of a processing flow of airline ticket sales in

this embodiment. First, the airline ticket sales server 10
receives an input of conditions related to airline ticket
sales from the user via the screen illustrated in FIG. 2
described above (S10) . Upon reception of the input of
conditions, the destination candidate extraction unit 12
of the airline ticket sales server 10 performs a sequence
of processing steps to determine the airport for the des-
tination candidate (S20).
[0037] First, in this example, flights that match the con-
ditions entered at step S10 are extracted from the stock
DB 14 to generate an applicable flight list (S21). Specif-
ically, flights that correspond to the date and the time
zone of each of the outbound and inbound ways specified
by the entered conditions and have a stock quantity more
than the number of specified persons are extracted from
the stock registered in the stock DB 14 to generate the
applicable flight list. Incidentally, lists of all the stocks
about all the flights are reflected and registered in ad-
vance in the stock DB 14 by the stock management unit
11. The stock quantity in this case is calculated as
"number of sellable seats" - "number of seats sold" for
each of the flights.
[0038] FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating an outline about
a specific example of a applicable flight list. FIGS. 7 (a)
and 7(b) respectively illustrate examples of applicable
flight lists of outbound and inbound ways that match the
conditions specified in the condition entry screen of FIG.
2. Listed in FIG. 7 (a) are flights departing from "HND
(Haneda) Airport" in the early morning on April 17 and
having a stock quantity of four or more. Listed in FIG. 7
(b) are flights arriving at "HND Airport" in the evening on
April 18 and having a stock quantity of four or more. Note
that, as an additional condition(s) other than the condi-
tions specified by the user, for example, flights each hav-
ing a predetermined stock quantity or less based on an
aircraft or a seat capacity of each of the flights may be
treated as unsellable (or removed from the list) . The ex-
ample of FIG. 7 shows that each of the flights in shaded
rows corresponds to the additional condition and is treat-
ed as unsellable.
[0039] Returning to FIG. 6, on the basis of the appli-
cable flight lists generated at step S21, next made is an
applicable airport list composed of the airports contained
in the applicable flight lists (S22). Specifically, a list of
arrival airports is extracted from an applicable flight list
of the outbound ways, and further a list of departure air-
ports is extracted from an applicable flight list of the in-
bound way. Then, the airports, which are common to both
of the arrival airport list of the outbound way and the de-
parture airport list of the inbound way and are included
in them, are extracted, and the common airports are set
as an applicable airport list.
[0040] Incidentally, as described above, this embodi-
ment has a processing procedure in which the list of air-
ports for each of the outbound and inbound ways is ex-
tracted, and then the airports common to both of the lists
are extracted. However, the processing procedure is not
particularly limited as long as a similar result is obtaina-
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ble. For example, as processings corresponding to steps
S21 and S22, such a processing procedure may be taken
that: the applicable flight list only about the outbound way
is first made to extract the arrival airport list; the applicable
flight list about the inbound way is made so as to target
only the flights whose departure airports are the airports
included in the outbound arrival airport list; and the de-
parture airports included in the inbound applicable flight
list is set as a candidate airport list.
[0041] In this embodiment, as illustrated in FIG. 3, four
candidate locations (airports) are presented as the des-
tination candidates. Therefore, if the number of airports
contained in the applicable airport list made at step S22
is 3 or less, a mechanism of drawing lots to select the
destination from the plurality of candidate locations may
not be utilizable. Thus, it is checked whether the number
of airports contained in the applicable airport list made
at step S22 is 3 or less (S23) . For example, if the number
of airports is 3 or less, a message indicating "Requested
flight is not available" or the like is displayed on the user
terminal 40, and the processing terminates.
[0042] FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating an outline about
a specific example of an applicable airport list. A left col-
umn of a table in the figure represents the arrival airports
extracted from the outbound applicable flight list illustrat-
ed in FIG. 7 (a) . A central column of the table represents
the departure airports extracted from the inbound appli-
cable flight list illustrated in FIG. 7 (b) . A right column of
the table represents a list of the airports that are common
to both lists and are included in them, that is, the airports
that can be combined with the round-trip flights. In this
embodiment, if it is assumed that a trip taken or gone by
the user is basically to go one destination from the de-
parture location and then comes back to the departure
location therefrom, the airport combined with the round-
trip flights between the destination and the departure lo-
cation is required as the destination location.
[0043] Returning to FIG. 6, next, the four airports to be
presented to the user as the candidate locations are se-
lected from the airports contained in the applicable airport
list made at steps S22 and S23 to make a candidate
airport list (S24) . Specifically, for example, the respec-
tive airports contained in the round-trip applicable airport
list made at steps S22 and S23 are ranked by scoring
based on a predetermined criterion. The four airports in
order from the top score are taken to be set as the can-
didate airport list. Alternatively, the four airports may be
selected by drawing random lots on the basis of a lottery
probability set depending on the calculated score.
[0044] In scoring, for example, a score is calculated by
assigning a weight to and weights each of predetermined
parameters of each airport for weighting, and then mul-
tiplying the respective weights. A basic parameter is the
stock quantity of each airport. The weight is assigned so
that the airport having a higher stock quantity will get a
higher score. However, a weight based on another pa-
rameter may be reflected therein. For example, as a pa-
rameter (s) different for each of the airports, a weight can

be set based on: whether the airport is popular (the airport
where the number of users is large and the number of
flights is large) ; whether the airport is a target of a cam-
paign etc. held by the airline company etc.; or the like.
[0045] Moreover, even in the same airport, assigned
can be the weight different per month, day of the week,
time zone, or their combinations. For example, reflected
can be a situation in which, even among the flights de-
parting from the same airport, a flight(s) on Friday
evening is in higher demand than flights in the other time
zones of a weekday, the stock is easy to be sold, and
the like. In addition, as an individual weight per user, for
example, a weight may be assigned so that the same
airport as the destination previously determined by draw-
ing lots through the airline ticket sales system 1 of this
embodiment, and/or the same airport as the destination
that the user has already been at are difficult to be se-
lected again.
[0046] FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating an outline about
a specific example of a candidate airport list. A left table
in the figure illustrates, about each of the airports con-
tained in the round-trip applicable airport list illustrated
in FIG. 8, results obtained by assigning a weight to each
for parameters different per airport, month, day of the
week, and individual as described above, and then by
multiplying the respective weights. The candidate airport
list to be set by extracting the top four airports from the
multiplication results is shown in a right table. Note that
weight assignment information about what value is as-
signed as the weight when each parameter corresponds
to any condition may be, for example, previously regis-
tered in a setting file, a table, or the like not shown and
externally displayed, and may be changed as needed.
[0047] As described above, selection of the four can-
didate airports from the airports in the applicable airport
list is performed by the scoring through the assignment
of the weight to each of the parameters and by selecting
the top four airports or selecting the four airports by draw-
ing lots. For example, if the top four airports are selected
and/or if a plurality of searches are made to the same
user at an interval of close times, the same four airports
are basically selected as the candidates as long as the
stock quantity does not significantly change during the
interval. Otherwise, if the stock quantity changes, there
is a possibility that the candidate airports will also change.
In addition, if the four airports are selected by drawing
lots, the candidate airport may naturally change for each
of the searches. At this time, if the user is allowed to
repeat the searching many times until a favorable com-
bination of candidate airports is obtained, an excessive
load will be put on the system.
[0048] Thus, in this embodiment, if the same conditions
are entered again, the candidate airports having the
same contents as those of the first outputted candidate
airports are outputted as long as the stock is left by re-
cording etc., in a cookie, the respective contents of the
conditions entered by the user and the candidate airports
obtained from the search result. If the candidate airports
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are not selected from the first search results, for example,
when the stock quantity is insufficient due to a change in
the stock quantity, a response of "Not available" is made.
This can suppress the repetitive search by the user. In-
stead of using the first search results every time when
the same conditions are specified, a repetitive search
processing may be allowed up to the particular number
of times by restricting the number of times of searches.
In addition, after elapsing for a given period of time such
as several days later, resetting may be performed so as
to be capable of making a new search again.
[0049] Returning to FIG. 6, when the four candidate
airports have been determined, a sequence of process-
ing steps is next performed to determine the flights ac-
tually sold to the user from among the flight combinations
of the round-trip flights between the departure airport and
each of the candidate airports (S30). In this case, the
respective flights are scored by assigning weights de-
pending on a resource (stock), and the ultimate round-
trip flight is determined, by drawing lots, at lottery prob-
abilities dependent on the scores.
[0050] Incidentally, in this embodiment as described
above, flexible setting can be performed about the de-
termination of the ultimate destination and round-trip
flight, the timing of the actual registration of the reserva-
tion, and the like, and therefore there can occur the risk
that the targeted flights are already out of stock depend-
ing on the setting at a time of the actual registration of
the reservation by the airline company system 20 and
cannot be sold.
[0051] Thus, in order to avoid the above risk in this
embodiment, when the ultimate round-trip flight is deter-
mined by drawing lots, the order of other round-trip flights
other than the one round-trip flight determined by drawing
lots is also determined in advance by drawing lots and
is set as a priority list. This makes it possible to promptly
register a reservation of a next-ranked candidate flight
to be targeted even when the targeted flights are already
out of stock at the time of the registration of the reserva-
tion. Furthermore, until a reservation of a further next-
ranked candidate flight can be registered even if the next-
ranked candidate flight is also out of stock, a sequentially-
ranked alternative candidate flight from the priority list
and an attempt to reserve it can be made.
[0052] In addition, in the present embodiment as de-
scribed above, information about the ultimate destination
and flight until just before the departure even after the
registration of the reservation can be set so as not to
notify the user thereof. Therefore, a determination proc-
ess of the round-trip flight as described above can also
be kept secret from the user. Note that prioritization may
be determined about all of the round-trip flights of the
candidates, or prioritization is determined only about a
predetermined-ranked round-trip flight from top, and de-
termination of prioritization subsequent thereto is omit-
ted, which may make this step efficient.
[0053] In the sequence of processing steps of step
S30, first, made is a candidate flight list composed of the

round-trip flights between the departure airport specified
at step S10 and each of the four candidate airports con-
tained in the candidate airport list made at step S24 (S31).
Specifically, flights whose arrival airports correspond to
the candidate airports are extracted from the outbound
applicable flight list made at step S21 to make an out-
bound candidate flight list. Similarly, flights whose depar-
ture airports correspond to the candidate airports are ex-
tracted from the inbound applicable flight list made at
step S21 to make an inbound candidate flight list. Then,
on the basis of the outbound and inbound candidate flight
lists, made is a round-trip candidate flight list containing
all combinations of flights capable of going and returning.
[0054] FIGS. 10 and 11 are each a diagram illustrating
an outline about a specific example of a candidate flight
list. FIGS. 10(a) and 10(b) respectively illustrate exam-
ples of outbound and inbound candidate flight lists that
extract the flights corresponding to the airports contained
in the candidate airport list illustrated in FIG. 9 from the
outbound and inbound applicable flight lists respectively
illustrated in FIGS. 7(a) and 7(b) described above. FIG.
11 illustrates an example of a round-trip candidate flight
list made on the basis of the outbound and inbound can-
didate flight lists respectively illustrated in FIGS. 10(a)
and 10(b). The Figure is shown by surrounding bolding
frames for each of the candidate airports.
[0055] FIG. 12 is a diagram illustrating an example of
a situation of combinations of the outbound and inbound
flights in the round-trip candidate flight list. In this exam-
ple, shown is the situation of the combinations contained
in the round-trip candidate flight list illustrated in FIG. 11.
In FIG. 12, each upper stage shows the arrival airport,
the flight number, and the stock quantity for each of the
flights contained in the outbound candidate flight list, and
each lower stage shows the departure airport, the flight
number, and the stock quantity for each of the flights
contained in the inbound candidate flight list. In addition,
as the possible combinations of the round-trip flights, sol-
id lines show round-robin combinations of the flights of
which the outbound arrival airport and the inbound de-
parture airport are the same. That is, each of the solid
lines connecting the outbound flights and the inbound
flights corresponds to each row in the round-trip candi-
date flight list illustrated in FIG. 11.
[0056] Returning to FIG. 6, next, a prioritizing process-
ing of combinations of the round-trip flights in the round-
trip candidate flight list made at step S31 are performed
based on a predetermined condition(s) (S32) . Various
methods are used for the prioritizing method, and any
method thereof can be adopted appropriately. For exam-
ple, as a method thought of as the simplest and general
method, a method in which selection and determination
is made individually in order of the outbound flight and
the inbound flight (or vice versa) without considering the
combinations of the round-trip flights, and the ordered
flights are then combined and set as round-trip flights.
[0057] FIG. 13 is a flowchart illustrating an outline
about an example of a processing flow in a zeroth method
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for ranking round-trip flights. After a start of the process-
ing, first, one outbound flight to be targeted from the out-
bound candidate flight list (S321_1) is determined by
drawing lots at random. Next, one inbound flight as whose
departure airport the arrival airport of the outbound flight
determined at step S321_1 is regarded is determined by
drawing lots at random from the inbound candidate flight
list (S321_2). Thereafter, it is determined whether the
round-trip flight composed of the combination of the out-
bound flight and the inbound flight respectively deter-
mined at steps S321_1 and S321_2 has already been
extracted (S321_3). If the round-trip flight has already
been extracted, the processing returns to step S321_1
to repeat these steps.
[0058] Meanwhile, if the round-trip flight to be targeted
at step S321_3 has not yet been extracted, the round-
trip flight to be targeted is added to the end of the priority
list to determine its ranking (S321_4). The information
on the ranked round-trip flights is deleted from the round-
trip candidate flight list made at step S31 of FIG. 6. Then,
it is determined whether there is any remainder in the
round-trip candidate flight list (S321_5). If there is the
remainder(s), the processing returns to step S321_1 to
repeat these steps. Meanwhile, if there are no remain-
ders, the processing terminates.
[0059] When the zeroth method as described above is
adopted, it has the advantage that its logic becomes sim-
ple, and its implementation becomes easy in making the
priority list of the round-trip flights. Meanwhile, regarding
the determined combinations of the outbound and in-
bound flights, when newly another ranking is determined,
the round-trip candidate flight list is required and when
the ranking has already been determined, the processing
of determining the combinations to be targeted becomes
wasted. Thus, the zeroth method may have low process-
ing efficiency, and may therefore require a long process-
ing time.
[0060] Incidentally, the efficiency may be reduced also
from the viewpoint of the stock sales. In the zeroth meth-
od, since it is not absolutely considered whether a stock
quantity of each flight is large or low, there is possibility
that the flight and airport will be sold first even if their
stock quantities are low, which makes it impossible to
satisfy a seller-side desire to efficiently sell the flight or
airport whose stock quantity is large. Further, even if the
stock quantity of the flight or airport is low, it can be ran-
domly selected and sold. As a result, there is a case
where many airports unable to be sold (sold out) appear,
and there eventually occurs a case of making it impos-
sible to select four from the candidate destination air-
ports.
[0061] In contrast, in order to be preferentially sold from
flights whose stock quantity is large, it is suggested to
weight the flights by assigning, to each of them, a weight
dependent on the stock quantity, and make it easier to
be selected and determined by drawing lots as the stock
quantity of the flights is larger (this method is referred to
as "first method") instead of the random extraction like

the zeroth method. FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating an
example of ranking the round-trip flights among the com-
binations of the outbound and inbound flights by using
the first method. For explanatory convenience, it is as-
sumed that the example of FIG. 14 is different in stock
quantity from the example of the combinations of the out-
bound and inbound flights illustrated in FIG. 12, and each
of the outbound and inbound flights has a stock quantity
as illustrated.
[0062] Similarly to the zeroth method, a first method
first selects one applicable outbound flight to be targeted
from the outbound flights in an upper stage and, in doing
so, considers and determines a weight set on the basis
of the stock quantity unlike the random selection by the
zeroth method. The example of FIG. 14 uses thick frames
to show that "flight No. 002" has been drawn by lots and
selected from the flights bound for "ITM (Itami)" Airport,
each of which has a stock quantity of 100 seats and is
larger in stock quantity than the flights bound for the other
airports. Next, one inbound flight is determined by con-
sidering the weight assigned on the basis of the stock
quantity from the flights whose departure airports are
thought of as the arrival airports of the selected outbound
flights among the inbound flights in a lower stage. The
example of FIG. 14 uses a thick frame to show that "flight
No. 103" has been drawn by lots and selected from the
inbound flights departing from "ITM" Airport, each of
which has a stock quantity of 10 seats.
[0063] The first method described above can consider,
by the weight, whether the stock quantity is large or low.
However, for example, when a deviation between the
stock quantities of the outbound and inbound flights, a
deviation between the stock quantities of the respective
outbound flights, or a deviation between the stock quan-
tities of the respective inbound flights are significant, an
evaluation about whether the stock quantity is large or
low cannot be made properly, which may bring a case of
becoming inefficient sales. For example, regarding "ITM"
Airport in the example of FIG. 14, a total stock quantity
(number of vacant seats) of the three outbound flights is
large and is 300 seats, and a total stock quantity (number
of vacant seats) of the three inbound flights is only 30
seats. Therefore, there is a significant deviation therebe-
tween. In this case, the number of persons who can make
a round trip to "ITM" Airport by using these flights is only
30. That is, a transport capacity in terms of the round-trip
flights to "ITM" Airport is 30 seats.
[0064] In contrast to this, regarding "AXT (Akita)" Air-
port in the example of FIG. 14, a stock quantity (number
of vacant seats) of the one outbound flight is 30 seats,
which is much less than that regarding "ITM." However,
the stock quantity (number of vacant seats) of the one
inbound flight is also 30 seats, which means that the
transport capacity is 30 seats and is the same as that
regarding "ITM." Thus, despite the same transport ca-
pacity in terms of the round-trip flight, "ITM" having the
larger stock quantity of the outbound flight makes it easy
to be selected overwhelmingly in determining the out-
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bound flight by drawing lots, which consequently makes
it possible to become the inefficient sales. Like the above
example, depending on the airport, for example, each of
flights in the daytime of weekday has a relatively large
number of vacant seats while flights on Friday evening
each have ordinarily almost full capacity, and thereby a
significant deviation may also exist regarding the stock
quantity.
[0065] FIG. 15 is a flowchart illustrating an outline
about an example of a processing flow in a second meth-
od for determining ranking of round-trip flights. To elim-
inate the inefficiency due to a deviation between the re-
spective stock quantities of the outbound flights and the
inbound flights for each of the airports, this second meth-
od assigns a weight by considering the stock quantities
of the round-trip flights. After a start of the processing,
first, made are all combinations about the round-trip
flights composed of combinations of the outbound and
inbound flights (S322_1). This processing is the same
as that of making the round-trip candidate flight list made
at step S31 of FIG. 6.
[0066] Next, the stock quantity of the outbound flight
or of the inbound flight, whichever is lower, about each
of the round-trip flights obtained at step S322_1 is set as
a stock quantity (round-trip stock quantity) of the round-
trip flight (S322_2). Then, the round-trip flights are each
weighted by using the round-trip stock quantity as a
weight, priorities are determined by drawing lots under
such a condition (S322_3), and the processing termi-
nates. A method for determining a priority for each of the
round-trip flights by drawing lots will be described later.
[0067] FIG. 16 is a diagram illustrating an example of
determining ranking of the round-trip flights from among
the combinations of the outbound and inbound flights
through the second method. It is assumed that the ex-
ample of FIG. 16 has the same stock quantities as the
stock quantities in the example of the combinations of
the outbound and inbound flights illustrated in FIG. 12.
FIG. 16 illustrates round-trip stock quantities determined
at step S322_2 about each of the round-trip flights of
"ITM" Airport and the round-trip flight of "AXT" Airport.
FIG. 16 also shows that a sum of the round-trip stock
quantities of all the round-trip flights (9 combinations) at
"ITM" Airport is 140, and a sum of the round-trip stock
quantities of all the round-trip flights (1 combination) at
"AXT" Airport is 10.
[0068] In the example of FIG. 16, in determining a pri-
ority for each of the round-trip flights by drawing lots, the
second method assigns a weight of 140 to each of the
round-trip flights at "ITM" Airport, and a weight of 10 is
set to the round-trip flight at "AXT" Airport. Thus, since
the weight is assigned based on the round-trip stock
quantity for each of the round-trip flights, the inefficiency
due to the deviation between the stock quantities of the
outbound and inbound flights can be eliminated, and as
the combination has the larger stock quantities of the
round-trip flight, such a combination is easy to be deter-
mined by drawing lots with a higher property. Therefore,

the stock is easy to efficiently sell until sellout.
[0069] On the other hand, in the example of FIG. 16,
a ratio of a sum of the weights of all the round-trip flights
at "ITM" Airport to a sum of the weights of all the round-
trip flights at "AXT" Airport is 14 : 1. Therefore, in deter-
mining the ranking for each of the round-trip flights by
drawing lots, a probability of selecting any one of the
round-trip flights at "ITM" is 14 times higher than a prob-
ability of selecting the round-trip flight at "AXT". That is,
the probability of selecting "ITM" Airport as an ultimate
destination is 14 times higher than the probability of se-
lecting "AXT" Airport.
[0070] However, when the transport capacity of each
airport as described above is considered, the transport
capacity of "ITM" Airport is totally 60 seats, while the
transport capacity of "AXT" Airport is 10 seats. This
means that a ratio between the transport capacities
thereof is only 6 : 1. That is, as the airport has the larger
number of round-trip flight combinations like "ITM" Air-
port, the heavier weight is assigned to the airport in com-
parison with the deviation of the transport capacity, and
such an airport is consequently easy to determine as an
ultimate destination by drawing lots.
[0071] Thus, the second method is effective when the
seller wishes to preferentially sell the round-trip flight at
the airport having the larger number of round-trip flight
combinations (i.e., airport with many departure and ar-
rival flights, and/or airport used by many passengers) .
Incidentally, even if the airport has the large number of
round-trip flight combination, the number of available
round-trip flight combinations decreases with an increase
in the number of flights whose stock quantities are re-
duced (stock is sold out), so that a situation in which the
heavy weight is assigned to the airport (i.e., stock is eas-
ier to sell) is also alleviated.
[0072] Meanwhile, it is desirable that, in addition to the
deviation of the stock quantity for each of the airports,
the deviation of the stock quantity of each of the round-
trip flights in the airport is also considered. FIG. 17 is a
diagram illustrating an example of determining ranking
of a plurality of round-trip flights in the same airport. For
example, it is assumed that three outbound flights as
candidates of a certain airport are illustrated in an upper
stage, three inbound flights as candidates are illustrated
in a lower stage, and one round-trip flight to be targeted
is drawn by lots and selected from round-trip flights com-
posed of combinations of these flights. In this case, in
the second method described above, a round-trip stock
quantity of each of the round-trip flights determined at
step S322_2 of FIG. 15 is corrected to 10, which is the
lowest stock quantity. Thus, the weight assigned at step
S322_3 to each of the round-trip flights on the basis of
the round-trip stock quantity, that is, a lottery probability
of prioritizing the flights becomes almost the same value.
[0073] However, in the example of FIG. 17, only the
inbound "flight No. 101" has a stock of 80 seats (vacant
seats) unlike the other flights each having 10 seats. Thus,
it is considered as realities of sales that a lottery proba-
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bility of selecting "flight No. 101" as the inbound way at
a time of the prioritization is set 8 times higher than those
of the other flights. That is, like the example of FIG. 17,
when the stock quantities of all the outbound flights (or
inbound flights) are generally low and the stock quantities
of the inbound flights (or outbound flights) are generally
high for a certain airport, the distribution and/or deviation
about the stock quantities of the inbound flights (or out-
bound flights) become reflected to no weight in determin-
ing the round-trip flight in the second method.
[0074] FIG. 18 is a flowchart illustrating an outline
about an example of a processing flow in a third method
for determining ranking of round-trip flights. This third
method avoids assigning a high weight to an airport hav-
ing many round-trip-flight combinations, and sets a
weight to be assigned by taking into consideration a bal-
ance between the respective stock quantities per each
of the outbound and inbound ways in each airport. After
a start of the processing, first, all combinations are made
about round-trip flights composed of combinations of the
outbound and inbound flights (S323_1). This processing
is the same as that of making the round-trip candidate
flight list at step S31 of FIG. 6. Next, the respective stock
quantities of the outbound flights and the inbound flights
are multiplied together for each of the round-trip flights
obtained at step S322_1, and a multiplied value(s) is de-
termined as an in-airport per-round-trip-flight weight(s)
(S323_2).
[0075] Next, a sum of stock quantities of the respective
outbound flights and a sum of stock quantities of the re-
spective inbound flights are calculated for each airport,
and the lower sum is determined as a per-airport weight
(S323_3). That is, a transportable capacity of each airport
described above is calculated, and is set as the per-air-
port weight. Then, the in-airport per-round-trip weight cal-
culated at step S323_2 and the per-airport weight calcu-
lated at step S323_3 are multiplied together for each of
the round-trip flights to calculate a per-round-trip weight
(S323_4). The respective round-trip flights are drawn by
lots and selected based on the per-round-trip weight, and
are prioritized (S323_5), and the processing of the third
method terminates.
[0076] FIG. 19 is a diagram illustrating an example of
determining ranking of the round-trip flights from among
the combinations of the outbound and inbound flights by
the third method. The example of FIG. 19 premises stock
quantities similar to the stock quantities in the example
of the combinations of the outbound and inbound flights
illustrated in FIG. 12. FIG. 19 illustrates, about the "ITM"
Airport, in-airport per-round-trip weights calculated for
each round-trip flight. FIG. 19 also illustrates a sum of
stock quantities per each of the outbound and inbound
flights in each airport, and illustrates that the sum having
a lower value is set as a per-airport weight.
[0077] The followings will describe how a lottery prob-
ability for prioritizing the respective round-trip flights is
calculated when the weights are assigned by using the
third method described above. FIG. 20 is a diagram il-

lustrating an example of the lottery probabilities when the
weights are assigned to the respective flights by using
the first method described above for comparison. FIGS.
20(a) and 20(b) respectively illustrate cases of using, as
a weight, a stock quantity of each one-way flight of the
outbound and inbound ways to calculate a lottery prob-
ability when the round-trip candidate flight list made at
step S31 of FIG. 6 illustrates the example of FIG. 11 (and
FIG. 12).
[0078] In this example, on the premise that a total (out-
bound way = 215 and inbound way = 180) of stock quan-
tities of all the flights at all the airports about each of the
outbound and inbound ways has a lottery probability of
100%, a value obtained by simply dividing the above lot-
tery probabilities of 100% by the stock quantities for each
flight is regarded as a lottery probability in the Figure.
The first method prioritizes the round-trip flights by using
the combinations of outbound flights and inbound flights
sequentially drawn by lots on the basis of these obtained
lottery probabilities.
[0079] FIGS. 21 and 22 each illustrate an example
about how the lottery probabilities are calculated when
the weights are assigned to the respective flights by using
the third method. FIG. 21 is a diagram illustrating an ex-
ample of the per-round-trip weights determined at step
S323_4 in a processing flow of the third method illustrated
in FIG. 18. FIGS. 21(a) to 21(d) respectively illustrate
examples of calculating a per-round-trip weight by mul-
tiplying together the in-airport per-round-trip weights de-
termined at step S323_2 of the processing flow illustrated
in FIG. 18 and the per-airport weights determined at step
S323_3 for each target of four candidate airports ("ITM,"
"FUK (Fukuoka)," "OKA (Naha)," and "AXT") when the
round-trip candidate flight list made at step S31 of FIG.
6 illustrates the example of FIG. 11 (and FIG. 12) .
[0080] In each of FIGS. 21(a) to 21(d), a first term of a
left-hand side shows, as the in-airport per-round-trip
weight, a value obtained by multiplying together the re-
spective stock quantities and a matrix having all the com-
binations of the outbound flights and inbound flights
about the targeted airport. An upper stage of each cell
illustrates a value multiplied by the stock quantity, and a
lower stage thereof illustrates a percentage of a ratio of
the above value occupied in the entirety of each targeted
airport (the following calculations will use the percentag-
es shown in the lower stage).
[0081] Incidentally, a second term of the left-hand side
shows a ratio of the per-airport weight ("ITM" Airport has
a value of 60; "FUK" Airport, 50; "OKA" Airport, 45; and
"AXT" Airport, 10 in the example of FIG. 19) of each air-
port illustrated in FIG. 19 to the sum (60 + 50 + 45 + 10
= 165) of all the airports. A right-hand side shows the
per-round-trip weights obtained as the calculated result
of the left-hand side in the matrix composed of the com-
binations of the outbound flights and inbound flights. Note
that the sum of all the per-round-trip weights of all the
round-trip flights illustrated in FIGS. 21(a) to 21(d) for
each airport is 100%. In the third method, these per-
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round-trip weights are sequentially drawn as the lottery
probabilities by lots, and thereby the round-trip flights are
prioritized.
[0082] The third method distributes the lottery proba-
bility for each of the airports by the per-airport weight
(i.e., transportable capacity described above), and can
sell more adequately according to the stock quantity per
airport in comparison with the second method even
when, for example, a certain airport has a large stock
quantity and many combinations of the round-trip flights.
That is, the round-trip flights that belong to the airport
having many combinations of the round-trip flights are
not sold preferentially, and priority (lottery probability)
cannot be affected by the number of round-trip flight com-
binations if the round-trip stock quantities (transportable
capacities) for each airport are the same.
[0083] In addition, since the lottery probability is dis-
tributed by the in-airport per-round-trip weights multiplied
by the stock quantities for each round-trip flight in the
same airport, the round-trip flight having many unsold
seats (large stock quantity) is easier to be sold as a round-
trip flight, so that the stock can be efficiently sold until the
stock sells out. In addition, since the lottery probability is
distributed proportionately to the respective stock quan-
tities of the outbound and inbound ways, the stock can
be sold more adequately.
[0084] Incidentally, the third method uses the in-airport
per-round-trip weights obtained by multiplying together
the respective stock quantities of the outbound and in-
bound ways, and is thus substantially equivalent to draw-
ing lots to select and combine individually the respective
outbound and inbound ways similarly to the first method
described above. Therefore, any of the methods may be
used, but in the latter method of drawing lots to select
and combining individually the respective outbound and
inbound flights, the calculation of the in-airport per-round-
trip weights is unnecessary and a scrubbing processing
etc. in view of the combinations become necessary in
ranking all the combinations, so that the third method can
be an inefficient processing.
[0085] FIG. 22 is a diagram illustrating an example of
lottery probabilities when weights are assigned to respec-
tive flights by using the third method. FIGS. 22(a) and
22(b) respectively illustrate lottery probabilities obtained
by dividing, per each of the outbound and inbound ways,
the lottery probabilities (per-round-trip weights in the
right-hand side) of the respective round-trip flights illus-
trated in FIG. 21 and by compiling the respective divided
lottery probabilities. As described above, the third meth-
od is equivalent to determining the round-trip flights by:
drawing lots to individually select each of the outbound
and inbound flights based on the lottery probabilities il-
lustrated in FIG. 22; and combining those selected flights.
[0086] As compared with the lottery probabilities de-
termined by the third method illustrated in FIG. 22 and
the lottery probabilities determined by the first method
illustrated in FIG. 20, it is understood that the lottery prob-
abilities in the example of FIG. 22 are corrected on the

basis of distribution of the respective stock quantities
among the airports and distribution between the respec-
tive stock quantities of the outbound and inbound ways.
For example, in the example of FIG. 22 (a), even if the
outbound flights have the same stock quantity of 30, the
lottery probabilities of "flight No. 001 bound for ITM" and
"flight No. 005 bound for FUK" are adjusted on the basis
of the stock quantities of the inbound flights applicable
for each airport, so that the former has a higher lottery
probability.
[0087] Incidentally, in this embodiment, an element(s)
selected by drawing lots from a plurality of flights having
different lottery probabilities (or weights) is sequentially
taken out and is classified (ranked) . However, the third
method is not particularly limited thereto, and can adopt
any one of arbitrary methods including publicly known
methods.
[0088] FIG. 23 is a diagram illustrating an outline about
an example of a prioritization method when lottery prob-
abilities are determined per round-trip flight in this em-
bodiment. For example, it is assumed that when three
elements A, B, and C are ranked, their lottery probabilities
are respectively W = 1, 2, and 3. As illustrated in the left
diagram, an elected range HA of the element A is set at
0 < HA ≤ 1, an elected range HB of the element B is set
at 1 < HB ≤ 3, and an elected range HC of the element C
is set at 3 < HC ≤ 6. Note that order of arrangement of
the elected ranges H is not limited to this order, and can
be set at any order.
[0089] Thereafter, a random value P is generated in a
range of 0 < P ≤ 6, and the element corresponding to the
elected range H that the random value P belongs to is
regarded as being elected. The example of FIG. 23
shows that the element B is elected. The elected element
B is then added to the end of a ranking list, and the elected
range HB is deleted to reconstruct the elected ranges by
closing up, as illustrated in the right diagram, a gap of a
portion corresponding to the elected range HB deleted
from the list after which next lots are drawn. At this time,
a range of a random value P generated by drawing the
next lots will become 0 < P ≤ 4. In this way, the elected
range H of the elected element is sequentially deleted,
and the lots are drawn repetitively until no more elected
range H is left. Thus, the ranking list about a result of
ranking all the elements can be obtained.
[0090] Returning to FIG. 6, after the round-trip flights
are prioritized at step S32, information on the four airports
contained in the candidate airport list made at step S24
is displayed on the user terminal 40 by using the screen
as illustrated in FIG. 3 described above (S33).
[0091] Then, the user determines whether to apply for
a trip. If the user makes no application (changes from the
display to the other and terminates an application pro-
gram(s) or the like), formation on the search conditions
entered at step S10 and the candidate airport list made
at step S24 may be stored by using a cookie and/or the
like as described above. Meanwhile, if the user makes
the application, the application request from the user ter-
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minal 40 is received via the screen as illustrated in FIG.
4 described above, the application processing is per-
formed (S40), and a sequence of processing steps is
then terminated.
[0092] In the application processing, for example, each
piece of information on the candidate airport list made at
step S24, the priority list of the round-trip flights deter-
mined at step S32, and the like is recorded in the appli-
cation DB 17 and/or the like. Then, in this embodiment,
the reservation processing about the round-trip flight list-
ed uppermost in the priority list is actually performed
through the reservation processing unit 21 of the airline
company system 20, and thus the stock quantities are
subtracted (or the sold stock quantities are added). As
described above, when the stock quantities are short in
registering actual reservation by the airline company sys-
tem 20, the reservation processing is performed by sub-
stituting the second uppermost round-trip flight listed in
the priority list thereof. In this embodiment, the informa-
tion on the round-trip flight actually reserved is notified
to the user four days before the departure date through
the screen as illustrated in FIG. 5.
[0093] As has been described above, the airline ticket
sales system 1 according to one embodiment of the
present invention can achieve a destination-recommend-
ing sales method in which the system automatically de-
termines, by drawing lots, the ultimate destination and
flight from the plurality of destination candidates extract-
ed on the basis of the conditions entered by the user,
thus making it possible to promote the stock sales by
preferentially selecting a candidate location(s) that the
user hopes to go to. In addition, since the automatically
determined destination is kept a secret to the user until
just before the departure, this embodiment can also pro-
vide the user with unexpectedness and a sense of ex-
pectation for the trip.
[0094] In addition, when the plurality of candidate lo-
cations (candidate airports) are selected or the ultimate
destination airport and round-trip flight are determined,
the weighting is performed by assigning the weights on
the basis of various parameters including the respective
stock quantities of the outbound and inbound flights, the
stock quantities per airport, and the like, and the stock
sales are performed from the stock having a higher pri-
ority first, which makes it possible to efficiently and ef-
fectively promote the stock sales.
[0095] In the foregoing, the invention made by the in-
ventors of the present invention has been concretely de-
scribed based on the embodiments. However, it is need-
less to say that the present invention is not limited to the
foregoing embodiments and various modifications and
alterations can be made within the scope of the present
invention. For examples, the embodiments above have
been described in detail so as to make the present in-
vention easily understood, and the present invention is
not always limited to the embodiment having all of the
described constituent elements. Also, a part of the con-
figuration of one embodiment may be eliminated, added

to, and/or replaced with the configuration of another em-
bodiment.
[0096] Specifically, for example, the embodiment de-
scribed above has described an example of selling the
combination of the outbound and inbound flights between
the departure airport and the arrival airport as the desti-
nation. However, the embodiment described above is not
limited to such a pattern, and may be appropriately ap-
plied to other pattern(s). For example, if an airport exists
near the destination, another combination can be also
made by such a so-called open-jaw that the arrival airport
of the outbound flight and the departure airport of the
inbound flight differ (e.g., Itami Airport and Kansai Inter-
national Airport, etc.). A similar argument applies also to
a case in which the departure airport of the outbound
flight and the arrival airport of the inbound flight differ.
[0097] In addition, the embodiment described above
has described, as an example, the system that preferen-
tially and efficiently makes the stock sales about the com-
bination of resources each difficult in the outbound and
inbound flight tickets. However, the embodiment de-
scribed above is not limited to the ticket sales, and can
be applied to another system and/or method in which
different resources to be assigned by the combination
are properly assigned on the basis of the stock quantities
of the respective resources. For example, the present
invention is not limited to the airline tickets, and can be
applied also to other transportation systems such as bul-
let trains, and further applied to wide areas such as a
transportation system or rent-a-car and a hotel, a hotel
and restaurant, an English conversation lecturer and a
lesson room, a dispatched staff and a client of a man-
power supply agency, a lunch box and drink, and the like.
Furthermore, the present invention is not limited to the
combination of two resources, and can be applied also
to the combination of three or more resources.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0098] The present invention is applicable to a desti-
nation recommendation type of airline ticket sales sys-
tem.

REFERENCE SIGN LIST

[0099]

1 ... airline ticket sales system;
10 ... airline ticket sales server; 11 ... stock manage-
ment unit; 12 ... destination candidate extraction
unit; 13 ... application management unit; 14 ... stock
DB; 15 ... purchase history DB; 16 ... user DB; 17 ...
application DB;
20 ... airline company system; 21 ... reservation
processing unit; 22 ... stock DB; 23 ... purchase his-
tory DB;
30 ... network; and
40 ... user terminal.
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Claims

1. An airline ticket sales system for selling an airline
ticket in combination with an outbound flight and an
inbound flight, the airline ticket sales system com-
prising:

a stock recording unit retaining a stock of flights;
and
a destination candidate extraction unit including:

receiving an input of at least one condition
from a user via an information processing
terminal, information about a destination
airport being excluded from the condition;
acquiring, from the stock recording unit, in-
formation about outbound candidate flights
and inbound candidate flights satisfying the
condition;
extracting, as candidate airports, a prede-
termined number from airports common to
arrival airports of the outbound candidate
flights and departure airports of the inbound
candidate flights;
selecting, based on a predetermined crite-
rion, one from round-trip candidate flights
composed of combinations of the outbound
candidate flights and the inbound candidate
flights among outbound departure airports
specified by the condition and the respec-
tive candidate airports; and
regarding the selected one as a to-be-sold
round-trip flight.

2. The airline ticket sales system according to claim 1,
wherein in extracting the predetermined number of
the candidate airports, the destination candidate ex-
traction unit assigns a weight to and weights each
of the airports common to the arrival airports of the
outbound candidate flights and the departure air-
ports of the inbound candidate flights based on at
least one parameter, the parameter including at least
any one of an attribute for each of the airports, a
month or a day of a week related to outbound and/or
inbound departure date, and an attribute of the user.

3. The airline ticket sales system according to claim 1,
wherein in selecting the to-be-sold round-trip flight,
the destination candidate extraction unit assigns a
weight to and weights each of the round-trip candi-
date flights.

4. The airline ticket sales system according to claim 3,
wherein the weight is assigned based on either a
stock quantity of the outbound flight or a stock quan-
tity of the inbound flight related to each of the round-
trip candidate flights to be sold, whichever is lower.

5. The airline ticket sales system according to claim 3,
wherein the weight is assigned based on multiplica-
tion of a per-airport weight and an in-airport per-
round-trip weight, the per-airport weight being set
based on a stock quantity for each of the candidate
airports corresponding to the round-trip candidate
flights, the in-airport per-round-trip weight being set
based on a stock quantity for each of the round-trip
candidate flights to be sold in the candidate airports.

6. The airline ticket sales system according to claim 5,
wherein the per-airport weight is assigned based on
either a sum of stock quantities of the outbound
flights or a sum of stock quantities of the inbound
flights about all the round-trip candidate flights relat-
ed to the candidate airports, whichever is lower.

7. The airline ticket sales system according to claim 5,
wherein the in-airport per-round-trip weight is as-
signed based on a value obtained by multiplying to-
gether a stock quantity of the outbound flight and a
stock quantity of the inbound flight about each of the
to-be-sold round-trip candidate flights related to the
candidate airports.

8. The airline ticket sales system according to claim 1,
wherein after performing a first response to the input
of the condition from the user, the destination can-
didate extraction unit performs the first response
again when receiving again an input of a same con-
dition as the condition from the user within a prede-
termined time period.
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